Publications Committee

The Publications Committee is charged with the publication of the Ohio Journal of Environmental Health (OJEH). In 2017 the committee published quarterly journals thanks to contributions from members. Regular columns include President Messages, Vice President Messages, District Director Messages, Committee Reports, Partner Updates, From the Vault, and Legislative Updates. In addition we would like to recognize those individuals who submitted unique articles for the OJEH.

Article: Using Models to Solve the Linear Loading Rate Dilemma  
Author: Colin Bishop, REHS, R.S.

Article: Environmental Health Compliance  
Author: Stephan Ruckman, R.S., MPH

Article: Erie County Health Department Regional Response Water Laboratory  
Author: Craig Ward, R.S.

Article: Why Soil Lead Testing at Community Gardens is Essential  
Author: Anne Kaup-Fett, MS, R.S., REHS

Article: Calculating Return on Investment of a Mosquito Prevention and Control Program  
Author: Adam R. Howard, MPH, R.S., REHS

Article: Common Sense Guidance on Mold  
Author: Anne Kaup-Fett, MS, R.S., REHS

Our hope is to provide a reliable and complete OJEH for all members to enjoy. We welcome all submissions, subject to review, and encourage you to share your success stories and data driven decision making processes with the membership.

The majority of our committee communication is by phone or email. We welcome any OEHA member to join our committee, or you may send one of us an email if you have a great idea that may help.
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